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Scope

Conventional approaches to systems

Specification and design

Hybrid systems

Types of knowledge in systems

Designing for ‘hybridness’



Conventional system design

A collection of interacting components…



Specification and design

A requirement

Output

Bottom-up

Intermediate

A design response

Infrasystem vis-a-vis complete system



Hybrid systems
Systems where the human is a peripheral

… or a component



Types of knowledge
Data, information, knowledge, know-how, wisdom..

Explicit vs tacit knowledge

exo-knowledge (about the system)

endo-knowledge (used in the system)



Designing for ‘hybridity’

‘concurrent’ design



Hybrid systems approaches

SSM (Checkland)



System Dynamics



SBKM



Some examples
Submarine long range combat
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Designing for ‘discretes’
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Knowledge used:

Plant operation

System knowledge

Procedures to avoid valve flap

Operational knowledge

Tactical knowledge



Cardiff’sTraffic system 
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Cardiff (model II)

car usage other mode usage
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Sample conclusions

1. Erect traffic routing boards

2. Display ‘carbon cost’ of journey

3. Instate bus lanes AND display PT and car journey times

4. Alter robot timings to reroute

5. Alter robot timings to inconvenience car users!

6. Water taxis coordinated with ‘bendy buses’.

7. …



Summary

People inhabit our systems but also inhibit them.

Approaches exist which concatenate the tripod of requirements

system

humans

knowledge
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